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COMPONENTS SELECTION FOR AGEING MANAGEMENT

( C. Mingiuc, D. Vidican; Subsidiary of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear
Projects Bucharest - ROMANIA)

The paper present a synthesis of methods and activities realized for the selection of critical
components to assure plant safety and availability (as electricity supplier). There are presented
main criteria for selection, screening process. For the resulted categories of components shall
be applied different category of maintenance (condition oriented, scheduled or corrective),
function of the importance and financial effort necessary to fulfil the task.

1 Systems and components screening for plant safety assurance
For the systems selection, from Safety point of view, was necessary first, to define
systems which are dangerous in case of failure (mainly by rupture/ release of
radioactivity) and the safety systems which have to mitigate the effects. This is realized
based on accident analysis (from Safety Report).
Also where taken in to account the 4 basic Safety Principles:
-Reactor shut down; Residual heat removal; Radioactivity products confinement; NPP
status monitoring in normal and accident conditions".
Following step is to establish safety support systems, which have to action to assure main
safety systems operation. This could be realized based on engineering judgement, or on
PSA Level analysis.
Finally shall be realized chains of the support systems, which have to work, till primary
systems.
For the critical components selection, was realized a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA), considering the components effects of failures, on system safety function.

2 Systems and components screening for plant availability assurance
The work was realized in two steps:

* Systems screening
* Components screening

The systems screening, included:
* General, analyze of the plant systems list and the definition of those which clearly

have to run continue to assure the nominal power.
* Realization of a complex diagram to define interdependence between the systems

(e.g. PHT and auxiliaries, moderator and auxiliaries, plant electrical diagram).
• Fill of special questionnaire for the systems to emphasize interfaces separation and

repair possibilities during plant operation.

Components screening, was realized evaluating at every system the effect of its
component failure (local, at the system level, at the plant level).

3. Critical representative components
As result of the screening resulted a lot of components to be monitored from ageing
point of view. But some are redundant components or are similar and work in the
same conditions.

For this reason where chosen critical representative components. The conclusions on
these representative components shall be applied also to the rest of the critical components.
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4. Correlation with maintenance categories.
As result of the components screening results:
* Critical components (from the safety and reliability point of view); for

these components shall be applied Condition Oriented Preventive
Maintenance.

* Non critical components; for these components shall be applied Corrective
Maintenance (they are Run to Failure Components)

* If during plant operation result that for some critical components it is
enough to realize maintenance based on the manufacturer instruction, shall
be applied for them Time Oriented Preventive Maintenance (instead of
Condition Oriented Preventive Maintenance).

Of course this is the first selection. After some times of application at Cemnavoda NPP of
an Ageing Management Program it shall be revised according to the results in operation.
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